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“Chris Page perfectly skirts the line of punk rock and folk while playing pop songs 
on his acoustic guitar…Page’s latest solo release, his fourth, Volume Vs. Voice, 
was one of my favourite of 2015, not just in Ottawa but period. Chris Page is a 
must see for fans of The Weakerthans and for people who love it any time a 
punk rock soul finds himself behind an acoustic guitar.” – Ottawa Showbox 

“This is a clever honest album, true to its title, worth taking the trouble with the 
joujourney of understanding.” – Americana UK 

“PICK OF THE WEEK: The interplay between acoustic and electric 
guitars is masterful with the electric never overpowering, only enhancing. 
Chris’ voice also really stands out as it seems to teeter on the edge 
without ever stepping off. Lyrical content is rich and personal. 
All in all, this record is a win.” – Cups N Cakes Podcast

“1 part Paul Westerberg, 1 part Ted Leo, 1000 parts Chris Page. Fronting the 
legendary Stand Glegendary Stand GT, Chris has cris-crossed the country, and pens songs 
both wistful and explosive: the soundtrack to late night summer punk love. 
Plaintive, thoughtful, at times nostalgic, this is music that lays with memories 
of beginnings and endings, and might just be as crushing 
as a 100-watt wall of sound.” -  Arboretum Arts Festival
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Side 1:

Side 2:

1. Mostly Stellar, Gunning Strong
2. The Disaster Drop*
3. AV In The Sunshine, Man
4. She Floats Like Dizzy Sunshine*
5. Whisper Astrologics
6. The Sympathetic Slur

 1. A Makeshift Marvel
2. One Projectile From The Sun
3. Killing Time In The Doubt Department
4. Sleeves Cover Sores
5. The Dead Weight Song
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*Go-to tracks

CHRIS PAGE - Decide to Stay and Swim Again
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